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BIG BANDS

WEDNESDAY
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CAINE PERFORMANCE HALL
USU JAZZ ENSEMBLE

Funky Cha Cha
Devon Parson, trumpet; Josh Campanella, guitar; Kyle Merrill, alto sax; Terrell Brady, guitar

Night and Day
Terrell Brady, guest vocalist; Maddi Julian, tenor sax

Writer's Cramp
Kelsey Gittins, trumpet

Ain't It Wonderful?
Kyle Merrill, alto sax; Chris Rosenlund, trumpet; Jenny Thompson, bassoon; Jacob Smith, piano

Bundle of Funk
Devin Parsons, trumpet; Morgan Moulton, alto sax; Ali Hurst, tenor sax

Saxophones
Alto I Kyle Merrill
Alto II Morgan Moulton
Tenor I Maddi Julian
Tenor II Ali Hurst
Baritone Payten Jarvis

Trumpets
Matt Dean
Devin Parsons
Sam Wise
Christopher Rosenlund
Kelsey Gittins

Trombones
Malachi Harper
Jacob Jewkes
Jenny Thompson (Bassoon)
Logan Tolman
Tyler O'Loughlin

Rhythm Section
Keys Jacob Smith
Guitar Terrell Brady
Bass Jacob Kilby
Drums Emily Merrill

USU JAZZ ORCHESTRA

Directed by Greg Wheeler

Slightly Out of Tune
Antonio Carlos Jobim, arr. Frank Mantooth
Carolee Beck, vocal; Hunter Bergman, guitar

Everything in its Right Place
Radiohead, arr. Ben Cottrell
Nik Clark, flugel horn

Just
Radiohead, arr. Ben Cottrell
Ivan Gygi, guitar; Justice Ferguson, drums

Imagine My Frustration
Ellington/Strayhorn/Wilson
arr. Jimmy Jones
Carolee Beck, vocal; Tyler Curtis, alto saxophone

Bodhisattva
Fagen/Becker, arr. Fred Sturm
Bridger Bush, trumpet; Spencer Cooper, keyboard; Hunter Bergman, guitar; Mike Larson, alto saxophone; Ivan Gygi, guitar; Chris Jessee, drums

Singer Carolee Beck

Saxophones
Alto I Tyler Curtis
Alto II Mike Larson
Tenor I Anne Lindstrom
Tenor II Kimball Pace
Baritone Jordan Lapp

Trumpets
Bridger Bush
Stephanie England
Nikolas Clark
Jose Ayala
Amy Abel

Trombones
Aaron Walker
Mark Devey
Erik Anderson
Steven Clemons

Rhythm Section
Keys Spencer Cooper
Guitar Hunter Bergman
Bass Ivan Gygi
Drums Zach Tubbs

USU JAZZ ORCHESTRA

Directed by Jon Gudmundson
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